EMERGING TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH
Trace3 Research derives impartial insights on emerging technologies through
proven proprietary methods and unparalleled access to startup ecosystems.
By identifying and analyzing trends, and by unpacking the forces driving those
trends, we help you prepare for tomorrow’s challenges before they arrive.

Traditional research providers focus on solutions that are already well-known in the market and publish biased comparisons
on a “pay-to-play” basis. Trace3 Research takes a different approach. As your thought leadership partner, we focus exclusively
on emerging and disruptive technologies. Our experts concentrate on today’s weak signals that become tomorrow’s next
big thing, focusing on up-and-coming solutions rather than incumbents. Vendors we analyze don’t pay-to-play.

EMERGING TECH MEDIA SERIES

ANALYST ACCESS

Receive Trace3’s expert articles and podcasts on emerging

Gain access to Trace3’s Research Analysts and SME’s who

enterprise technologies.

personally work with you to deep-dive on insights and answer

SOLUTION REPORTS
Solution Reports provide a detailed analysis of emerging
technology vendors and solutions to help you better understand
emerging technologies from questions Trace3 has directly asked
the manufacturers.

RESEARCH BRIEFS
Research Briefs are concise reports to help your organization
keep up with the changes in specific emerging technologies and

your questions about emerging technologies.

STARTUP TRACKING
Develop a watch list of leading startups that are of keen interest
to your enterprise and track their progress as they roadmap new
products, secure additional funding, acquire companies, or are
bought themselves.

CUSTOM RESEARCH

related use cases.

Have Trace3 Research explore, analyze, and condense data on

PRACTICE MAPS

findings into custom research artifacts.

Practice Maps are “infographic” representations of Trace3’s

specific topics or challenge areas of your choice and compile their

market momentum, including Security, Cloud, Data Intelligence,

SCENARIO PLANNING & STRATEGIC
FORESIGHT

IoT, IT Ops, and DevOps.

Product and Service Innovation starts with an acknowledgement

practice areas and technology sectors where we are seeing strong

STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY REPORTS

of the known and unknown. Going beyond Strategic Technology
Reports, Trace3 Research challenges your organization’s

Strategic Technology Reports are deep analytical reports

understanding of the “official future” by helping you deeply

examining technology sectors and/or multiple use cases (e.g.

understand external trends that may impact your business,

Data Intelligence).

and the emerging issues that have no historical precedents. We

EMERGING TECH TRENDS
Receive briefings on emerging tech trends in IT Operations,

help you gain unique insight into how those forces may resolve,
enabling you to assess non-obvious opportunities and risks, and
act with confidence to achieve your desired outcomes.

Infrastructure, DevOps, Security, Cloud, IoT, and Data Intelligence,
including why this is trending now and who the players are.
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